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Abstract 

The weak neutral-current effects in the lepton pair production with 

circularly polarized photon beams on unpolarized targets are investigated in 

unified gauge theories. We derive the differential cross sections for leptons 

, produced by right- and left-handed photons on unpolarized targets. We define 

the parity-violating asymmetry as the ratio of the difference of these cross 

sections to the sum of them. Numerical calculations are given in the standard 

Weinberg-Salam model in the case of the isoscalar and proton targets. The 

asymmetry is shown as a function of the lepton energy in some kinematical 
~4 

configurations. The weak neutral-current effects are of the order of 10 for 

-5 
the inclusive lepton pair production and of the order of 10 for the exclusive 

one at the incident photon energy of 20 Gev. 

ii 



§ 1. Introduction 

In 1973 - 74 weak neutral-currents were discovered experimentally in 

inclusive neutrino reactions l ) and in single pion production processes by 

neutrinos. 2) A number of experimental data on weak neutral-currents have been 

(- accumulated till now, so that we can understand main features of the weak 

neutral-current interactions. 3) 

-' 

Our most detailed experimental informations on weak neutral-current 

interactions come from data on vN and vN reactions, including inclusive 

reactions '"\IN +""~ ; semi-inclusive reactions 'VN -+ 'VnX; exclusive pion production 

(-I C-) d 1 i i ,... C~1. vN -+ vnN an east c scatter ngs vp -+ vp. It has been clear now that the ex-

perimental data for these reactions are in good agreement with the predictions 

of the Weinberg-Salam mode1 4) with the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani mechanism. 5) 

The data on neutrino-electron elastic scatterings are less precise than 

those on neutrino-nucleon reactions because at the same incident energy of the 

neutrino beam, the cross sections of the former scatterings are smaller than 

those of the latter reactions. Within the experimental uncertainties, data on 

V e, V e and V e elastic scatterings have been in agreement with the predic-
e]..l ]..I 

tions of the Weinberg-Salam model. We show in the Table I the experimental 

results on the neutrino induced neutral-current processes tabulated by 

c. Baltay. 3) 

The electron-nucleon weak neutral-currents have been difficult to study 

experimentally, because electrons interact with nucleons electromagnetically, 

so that one must look for effects that are characteristic of the weak inter-

actions, and for a parity violation. 

. 6) 
This parity violation has studied at first in atomic physics. The ex-

periments on bismuth 209 at Oxford and Seattle set upper limits on the optical 

rotation that were well below the predictions of the Weinberg-Salam model. 
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The expreiment, however, on bismuth 209 at Novosibirsk are in disagreement 

with the limit set at Oxford for the same frequency but in agreement with the 

prediction of the Weinberg-Salam model. In view of the conflict between the 

experiments, one should not be too concerned about any possible discrepancies 

with the Weinberg-Salam model •. In 1978 - 79, parity violation in deep in-

elastic scattering of longitudinally polarized electrons from unpolarized 

. 7) 
deuterons has been observed at SLAC and the results are consistent with the 

prediction of the Weinberg-Salam model. 

It is now of particular importance to determine the relevant form of the 

electron-quark neutral-current couplings and will be the highlight to deter-

mine the form of the muon-quark and tau-quark neutral-current couplings. 

In this thesis, we study a possible phenomenon due to the weak neutral-

currents related to the electron and the muon. We discuss the parity-violating 

asymmetry of the differential cross sections for the lepton pair production 

. +-
with circularly polarized photons on unpolarized targets: y+N + 1 + 1 + anything. 

+ -The lepton pair 1 1 may be either electrons or muons. The neutral-current 

effects in the Bethe-Heitler process8) have been investigated by Mikaelian 

et al.,9) in the case of unpolarized photon beams. They have pointed out that 

the neutral-current contributions to the Bethe-Heitler process give rise to the 

longitudinal polarizations and the charge asymmetry of the angular distributions 

for the produced leptons. The observation of the longitudinal polarization of 

final leptons is, however, rather hard in the experimant. On the other hand, 

the pure electromagnetic processes, such as two-photon-exchange processes also 

contribute to yield the charge asymmetry of the angular distributions for final 

leptons. So, one must eliminate these effects and select only the weak neutral-

current contributions towards the Bethe-Heitler process. And very precise meas-

urement are needed for this purpose. For the above reasons, it is rather hard 
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to examine their results in the experiment. If we keep in mind that high-

energy monochromatic and polarized photon beams will be available at the SLAC 

Hybrid Faci1ity,10) it is quite significant to study the parity-violating 

asymmetry for the angular distribution of leptons produced by right- and 1eft-

11) handed photons on various targets. 

The cross sections for the inclusive reactions are larger than those for 

the exclusive reactions. So, it is natural to expect that the first round of 

+ -experiments on this reaction is made in the inclusive reactions; y + N +1 + 1 + 

anything. Then we at first describe the inclusive lepton pair production with 

circularly polarized photons on unpo1arized targets. For theoretical analysis 

of inclusive reactions, however, we inevitably use the quark-parton model12) 

to estimate the differential cross sections which are described in terms of 

nucleon structure functions. In order to give the predictions in a parton model 

independent way, we also discuss the parity-violating effects in the exclusive 

lepton pair productions with circularly polarized photons on unpolarized protons; 

+ -Y + P + 1+1 + p. Although the cross sections for the exclusive reactions are 

smaller than those for the inclusive reactions, we have the advantage of using 

the nucleon form factors which are well known in the different experiments13) 

to describe the differential cross sections. 

In the evaluation of the photoproduction of lepton pairs, we have found 

that the main contributions come from the purely electromagnetic Bethe-Heitler 

processes which are shown in Fig.1. In unified gauge theories, the weak neutral 

vector boson Z is exchanged as additional contributions shown in Fig.2, and 

this gives rise to parity non-conservation. From a simple dimensional analysis, 

these parity-violating effects are generally expected to be of the order 

2 2 2 2 . 
GFlq lIe, for the squared momentum transfer Iq 1« M , where M is the mass of z z 

the weak neutral vector boson Z, and GF and e are the Fermi and electromagnetic 
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coupling constants, respectively. 

There are, of course, other types of processes for the photoproduction of 

lepton pairs. Figure 3 shows the relevant Feynman diagrams. The contributions 

of the Compton-type processes are expected to be smaller than those of the 

, Bethe-Heitler processes at high energies of the incoming photons, as is 

discussed by Mikaelian and Oakes. 9) Thus, we neglect these diagrams and calcu-. 

late only the Bethe-Heitler diagrams in Figs.l and 2. 

First we describe a general formulation in §2. We calculate the differen

tial cross section for the lepton pair production with a polarized photon beam 

on an unpolarized target. In §3, we adopt the Weinberg-Salam model to determine 

the neutral-current couplings for the purpose of numerical calculations. 

Section 4 is devoted to the discussion of the inclusive photoproduction of 

lepton pairs. We define the parity-violating asymmetry of the differential 

cross sections for lepton produced by right- and left-handed photons for the 

inclusive reactions. It is expressed in terms of nucleon structure functions. 

We also discuss its general features and give the numerical results. The ex

clusive photoproduction of lepton pair is discussed in §S. We also define the 

parity violating asymmetry of the lepton angular dustribution for the exclusive 

reactions. Numerical results are also given. Conclusions are summarized in §6. 
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§2. The cross section for lepton pair production with circularly polarized 

photon beams 

In this section, we shall derive the cross section for the process 

(2.1) 
+. -where YA' 1 and 1 are the incomming photon of the helicity A and the lepton 

pair, respectively. N and X denote the nucleon target and the possible final 

states of hadrons such as a single nucleon, one nucleon and one pion and so on. 

The quantities in parentheses express four-momenta of the corresponding parti-

cles and hadronic system. 

I h f 11 "11 h" "L i 14) n w at 0 ows, we W1 use t e 1nteract1on agrang an 

Lr ,. e.[ - tf ~ 1f T :r.ue"')A-'-' + d~ [lfJ Yu.(8v-JAtr)1jJ -t L~ 1.t:-« 
(2.2) 

where ~, All and Zll stand for the fields of lepton, photon and weak neutral 

b "1 J~m and Jt~ hI" d k vector oson, respect1ve y. ~ ~ are tee ectromagnet1c an wea neut-

ral currents of hadrons. e is the proton charge, and gv' gA and gz are neut

ral weak coupling constants depending upon gauge models. At present, we leave 

them free parameters. The interaction (2.2) is also assumed tn be time-

reversal-invariant. The matrix element mediated by a weak neutral vector 

boson in Fig.2 can be expressed as 

(2.3) 

where 

I 

JrJ = £ ~ t< ( f- ) [ ~. / Ye( -I- ~ 
;f- -11. - fI'l. 

/ tu ]V(f+) 
1< - t'-t -pt (2.4) 
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and 

E~ is the polarization vector of the incident photon, and rn is the lepton 

mass. Similarly, we obtain the electromagnetic matrix element via the Bethe-

Heitler mechanism shown in Fig.l 

(2.6) 

The cross section for the photoproduction of lepton pairs can be 

straightforwardly calculated from the matrix elements (2.3) and (2.6). We are 

interested in the angular distribution of leptons produced by a polarized 

photon beam on an unpolarized target. Avaraging over the initial nucleon spin 

and summing over all possible final hadronic states, we have the differential 

cross section for lepton pair production from an.unpolarized nucleon: 

/( (,Zlr>tt$(~( E-tk - f'~ -1'- -.e'). (2.7) 

Here, E and E± are the energies of the incident photon and final charged 
n 

leptons l±, respectively, and pt = L Pi. We have adopted the state normal
i=l 

ization as, 

(2.8) 

where P and pt are the momenta, and sand st indicate the spin and other quan-

tum numbers. 
n 3 
TI d p. denotes the integration over all the three momenta of 

i=l l. 

the n-body hadron system and the summation should be performed over the possi-

bIe quantum numbers of the final hadronic states. 
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Substituting Eqs.(2.3) and (2.6) into Eq.(2.7), we obtain 

dcr = e6i1t2t1dJf+d~f- [j! ~ Wafi 

.l (~lf YE E.,l::' [>0 'pt 

(2.9) 

where q = k - p+ - p_ = pi - P and t denotes the hermitian conjugate. PO and 

M express, respectively, the energy and mass of the target nucleon. The had

ronic parts ~S and RaS are respectively defined by15) *) 

(2.10) 

and 

(2.11) 

* The definition of ~S is different from that of Dre11-Wa1ecka by a factor 

1/M.16) 
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In deriving Eq.(2.9), we have ignored the lepton mass and used the relation 

The contributions from IH 12 have also been ignored. 
z 

We shall 

discuss the features of the leptonic and hadronic tensors in the following 

subsections: 2-1 and 2-2. 

2-1. The leptonic tensors 

In this subsection we first calculate the leptonic tensors in Eq.(2.7) 

and discuss their useful properties. Let us consider the case where the polar-

izations of the final leptons are not measured. Summing over the lepton spins 

but keeping the photon polarization, we can write 

and 

5-
I 

8111"" .,. A A~ ) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

where A is the photon helicity of ±l. SaS and S~S are the same as those 

S
S 5 

defined by Mikaelian and Oakes in Ref.9). The tensors SaS' AaS' as and AaS 

are given by 

SOCF' = (eMctV + EtA-'cV)k [ -I{. (~ / Yet + Yct / ~),f-. 
-J!f.. + 1i .f!. - 'P 

(r'v / ~t-Yp I YII)] 
/!.-% -/!.+-k 
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( ¥~ / ~ t- fp / Yv)] 
.f--I? -~+-p. J 

SI" = (E.~ttv -t It,lAlV) y;. [ Y.sf-t (~ / let T ~ / £~ ),f-
etp -,p., -r~ p_ - 1< 

( )"" / ~ -r ~ / Yv) ] 
;f- - 1? -~+ -t- ~ 

and 

(2.14) 

where we have neglected the lepton mass. These tensors are the functions of 

p± and k, and can be easily proved to satisfy the following symmetric or anti-

symmetric relations: 

(2.15) 

These relations can be used to discuss the general properties of the cross 

section and to simplify the following calculations. The explicit formulas of 
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these tensors are rather lengthy, so that they are not presented here •. We 

5 list them in Appendix A except for SaB which does not give a sizable contri-

bution in our case, as will be seen later. 

We finally note another important property of the leptonic tensors, which 

is true only at high energy where the lepton mass can be neglected safely. In 

such a zero-lepton-mass approximation, the leptonic axial-vector current as 

well as the vector current is conserved, so that we have 

0, 

(2.16) 

These relations are also very useful for us to simplify the contraction of the 

leptonic and hadronic tensors. 

2-2. The hadronic tensors 

In this subsection, we discuss the hadronic parts defined in Eq.(2.l0) and 

(2.11). With the aid of the translation operatorW. we can describe 

= 
(2.17) 

By making use of this relation, Eqs.(2.l0) and (2.11) can be rewritten as 

follows; 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 
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Here, we have also used the hermiticity of the electromagnetic and weak, 

neutral currents and the completeness for the states 

DO '1\ It ~_ i.TI J ~3r .. I X (I?'»<}«(P/) I =- 1 
n-bero ot 
;; •• 1 h.dt"oMIC. (2.20) 
states S S 

expressions (2.18) and (2.19) clearly show that wf and Ra are the The 

second rank Lorents tensors. Moreover, they depend only upon pl1 and ql1. .There 

are six linearly independent tensors of second rank which can be constructed 

from pl1 and ql1. The linearly independent bases used here are presented in 

Table 11. The electromagnetic interaction is parity-conserving and time-

reversal-invariant. Also, the electromagnetic current is a conserved one, 

~l1 Jem = 0 
CJ l1 • These conditions with the hermiticity mentioned previously imply 

that WaS is a real polar symmetric conserved tensor. On the other hand, the 

weak interaction is parity-nonconserving and the weak current is not a conserved 

one, The other conditions of time-reversa1-invariance of the weak 

interaction and the hermiticity of the weak current constrain RaS to be con-

structed from real polar symmetric or imaginary axial antisymmetric tensors. 

Since R
aS 

includes the conserved electromagnetic current Jem l1 linearly, we 

have '1a as qs R = O. 

general forms of yfS 

Then, making use of the Table 11, we obtain the most 

and RaS as 

w~f(,.p)= - W, C da
{3 - 8;~p) + ~ ( Eo' - P;! tt)( fP - E;~ 6fJ) 

(2.21) 

and 

RcJ~3~P)= _ {<, (3 dp _ 2o'gP) -t 1<; (f~-rJ 30')( r(J-.Ll.. J.P) 
J~ H 6~ ~~ 

.z .F.g 601g.~) 
6~' • 

(2.22) 
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2 The strucyure functions W. and R. are scalar functions of q and p.q ,and are 
1 1 

of dimension (mass)-l. 

2-3 •. The differential cross sections 

The cross section for the lepton pair production with a circularly po1ar-

r .ized photon beam on an unpo1arized target can be calculated on the basis of 

Eqs. (2.9) ~ (2.22). Substituting Eqs.(2.10), (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13) into 

Eq.(2.9), we immediately obtain the difference between the cross section of 

right- and left-handed photons. The result is 

(2.23) 

where the (±) signs on the cross section indicate positive and negative he1i~ 

_.aB _ 
cities A = ±1 of the incomming photon, respectively. Note that AaB W - 0, 

because AaB is antisymmetric under the interchange a ++ B, while WaB is sym

metric (see Eqs.(2.15) and (2.21». 

The sum of the cross sections is c1era1ygiven by 

I S. Well' + .... 
Q'/~ (2.24) 

where •••• denotes the electromagnetic-weak interference term, including 

S~B RaB , which can safely be neglected compared with the purely electromagnetic 

Bethe-Heit1er cross section. 

We shall now perform the contraction of the 1eptonic and hadronic tensors 

in Eqs.(2.23) and (2.24). The terms proportional to ~ and qB in the hadronic 

tensors (2.21) and (2.22) vanish owing to the current conservation for lepton 

(see Eq.(2.16». Then, we can write 

(2.25) 
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and 

(2.26) 

where S. and A. are defined by 
1. 1. 

r 

S.l. = _ (k'f+)(~:f-) fOlP{J 5 01,3 
[T n.r. , 

A.) = - (kf+)(k~) P",.f~ A.ta,8 
8 H~ , 

(2.27) 

It is to be noticed here that the other terms do not contribute because of 

the symmetric or antisymmetric properties (2.15) with respect to the inter-

. change et ~ 8. 

After simple calculations, we have the explicit formulas of the above 

products (2.27) in the laboratory system as follows: 

~ )~ S, = (k f+ - r-t· 1- ) + (~. f- - ft· 1- , 
(2.28) 

l' ~'r-t(f;Et TI:'-(E--1=-t)i l' ~·f?.tE£- +Et(Et-E-)~ 
" 

(2.29) 
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,-
(2.30) 

( ..z .2 2 ,z)] 
1 E - 13- r f-II + Ft - 1'.,.11 , 

(2.31) 

Aj = ..£ [ .z (fn . f-.L),z -.l O=tE- - (1." 1'-,,)10:- -£+f -I- (13.,- f-" )(E_ - Pr") J 
M 

(2.32) 

where the subscripts 11 and L denote the parallel (longitudinal) and perpen-

dicular (transverse) components of momentum with respect to the direction of 

the photon beam. Note that SI' S2 and A3 are symmetric under the interchange 

P+ ++ P_, while Al and A2 are antisymmetric. Hence, ~ and A2 vanish for the 

symmetric pairs p+ = p_. Then Eqs.(2.23) and (2.24) are written in simple 

form as, 
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(2.33) 

(2.34) 
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§3. The gauge model 

Various gauge models make different predictions for the value of the 

difference between the cross sections of right- and .1eft-handed photons dis-

cussed in the previous section. In order to give a numerical estimate of the 

cross sections, we shall use the standard Weinberg-Sa1am mode14) with the 

G1ashow-I1iopou1os-Maiani mechanism,S) which determines the neutral-current 

coupling constants in Eq.(2.2) as, 

e 
, 

(3.1) 

where 8 W is the Heinberg angle. The hadronic currents are written in terms of 

quark fields as follows: 

. 12 t1! 

L Q
2 

g ~6 J~ = 
8-/{""".4s 

(3.2) 
and 

7: = L "f ~ (a. 6 - b ~ Or ) 3 
I"arks (3.3) 

with 

Qu Qc. 
.<. 

Q./ Qs 
I =- = = = -..:j ..:I J J 

a.4( = ac == -L ~ '.z e .z ...:J~ W , 

o..d as I .:?. • .z = :::: --x + .3 .441. {}w J 

I 
b~ hs 

I 
blA = be. =- = = --.z ~ . 

(3.4) 
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The mass of the weak neutral vector boson Z is related to the Fermi coupling 

constant GF as 

2 (3.5) 
In the numerical calculations we use sin Sw= 0.23 for the Weinberg angle 

which is completely consistent with all the experimental data.~) 
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§4. The inclusive photoproduction of lepton pairs 

In this section we shall define the parity violating asymmetry of the 

differential cross sections for the inclusive photoproduction of lepton pairs. 

And using the quark-parton model, we give the numerical values of this asymmetryo 

4-1. The definition of the parity-violating asymmetry of the cross sections 

for .the inclusive photoproduction of lepton pairs 

We are interested in the angular distributions of the leptons produced by 

left- and right-handed photons on unpolarized proton or deuteron targets, and 

do not observe the final states of hadrons o 

From Eqs.(2.33) and (2.34), we obtain the parity-violating asymmetry of 

leptons produced By circularly polarized photons· for the inclusive reaction: 

c/rr(+} - dcrc-) 

~cr(+' T oiGrc-> 

[ JvAA?,J + 3A (Ad?, + ,A~72~)1 
( 5,W, -tS.,2 ~) 

(4.1) 

where the kinematical factors S. and A. are explicitly given by Eqso(2.28)~ 
l. l. 

(2.32), respectively, and the structure functions W. and R. are defined in 
l. . l. 

Eqs.(2.2l) and (2.22). 

We shall now briefly discuss the general features of the above expression 

(4.1). It is clear from Eq.(2.30) that Al= 0 for the special configuration, 

( k·p+ ) = ( k·p_ ), which means, for example, E+ = E_ and P+ II = P_n0 On the 

other hand, the explicit formula (2.31) shows that A2 = 0 for either P+l. = :?-L 

or P+
II 

= P_
II 

and Ip+l.1 = Ip_l.I. Therefore, the axial-vector current of lepton 

does not contribute to the asymmetry (4.1), if we observe only the "azimuthally 

symmetric" lepton pairs, namely, E+ = E_, 8+ = 8_, and arbitrary cp. Here, 8± 

are, respectively, the polar angles between the final lepton momenta P± and the 

- 18-



direction of the incident photon beam, while ~ is the azimuthal angle between 

+ 
the outgoing lepton pair 1-. We emphasize that the above properties are gauge 

model-independent. In contrast, A3 in general, does not vanish in such a 

symmetric case. To estimate the above asymmetry, we further need the knowledge 

of the nucleon structure functions, W1 ' W2' ~, R2 and R3• 

4-2. Structure functions 

We further assume the quark-parton model12) to derive the nucleon structure 

functions. Within the framework of the parton model with spin-1/2 quarks, the 

Ca11an-Gross re1ation7) holds not only between W1 and W2 but also between ~ 

and R2 : 

(4.2) 

where V = p·q/M and the scaling variable x = ~q2/2p.q = _q2/2MV o From the 

quark currents (3.2) and (3.3), the structure functions are expressed by 9) 

VR2 = 2;(L Q
1

QZ [ 3(;JC) + grx) J 
1~'f'kS 

and 

(4.3) 

Here q(x) and q(x) are, respectively, the quark and antiquark distribution 

functions in the target nucleon. 
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These distribution functions can be determined from the deep inelastic 

electron or / and neutrino scattering data in the same quark-parton picture. 

Assuming that the sea is SU(3) singlet, Barger and Philipsl8) have parametrized 

them to be 

S(?f) = Sex) == Zi ( "X) == c:;{ (X ) =- o· I «,r ( 1- z) 'I x J 

U.(x) ... -L [0 0 ./"1(,«( I-X~/ +". 4t/ (I-x.lf- -t ()- t.ll (/- ;(.l)? J of sex) .I 

VZ 

(4.4) 

for a proton target. The last terms of the above equations for u(x) and d(x) 

are the contributions from the sea quarks. The distribution functions for a 

neutron target are given by interchanging u(x) and d(x) in Eq.(4.4). We shall 

use this parametrization to give numerical values of the asymmetry (4.1). 

4-3. Numerical results 

We shall first present numerical results for the proton and isoscalar 

targets in the following configurations: 

(i) Ll = 10 t> (J _ =.r 0 ~ ~ /J=>O " C7r ~ . , 

(ii) and 

at the incident photon energy, E = 20 GeV. For each of these configurations, 

we show the asymmetry as a function of E_ for two energies, E+ = 1 and 5 GeV, 

in Figs.4,5,6 and 7. 
2 For Figs.4 and 6, we give the values for q and x. 

These values are similar to those for the polarized electron scattering ex

periments at SLAC7). 
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The asymmetry has also been estimated for E = 50 GeV in the same configurations 

as those of Figs.5 and 7 in order to explore its dependence on the incident 

photon energy. The results are given for the isoscalar target in Figs.8 and 

9. In these numerical calculations, we have used 
. 2 

sin Sw = 0.23 for the Weinberg 

angle which is completely consistent with all the experimental data3). It is 

evident from Figs.4 ~. 9 that the parity-violating effects are of the order of 

10-4 and 10-3 for E = 20 GeV and 50 GeV, respectivelyo These effects increase 

with the angle S± of the observed lepton pair. The same is true for the 

difference of the asymmetry for the proton and isoscalar targets. However, 

the differential cross section for the photoproduction of lepton pairs expo-

nentially damps with these polar angles. In Fig.lO, for example, we illustrate 

it as a function of S for the fixed angle S+ = 5°, 10° and 15° in the case of 

the incident photon energy of 20 GeV and the isoscalar target. Thus, there is 

no advantage in setting the angles S± to be so large in the experiment. 

For the "azimuthally symmetric" lepton pairs where the axial-vector current 

of lepton does not contribute, the asymemtry (4.l) vanishes for sin2sw = 1/4 

in the l-leinberg-Salam model which gives gv = O. On the contrary, the vector

like model for charged lepton*) brings about the effects of the order of 10-4 

for the same Weinberg angle at the incident photon energy of 20 GeV. This 

feature is shown in Fig.ll. We may use it to distinguish the Weinberg-Salam 

model from the vector-like model of lepton. 

* The right-handed electron (or muon) is in a doublet but 

both ~ and ~ in singlets. 
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§5. The exclusive photoproduction of lepton pairs 

In §4, we have assumed the quark-parton model to give the predictions of 

the Weinberg-Sa1am model for the inclusive reaction. In this section we examine 

the exclusive reaction in order to give the prediction in a parton model inde-

pendent way. And we shall define the parity-violating asymmetry of the electron 

(muon) angular distribution for the exclusive lepton production by circularly 

polarized photons on unpo1arized proton targets. In this case we can use the 

form factors in place of the structure functions for the inclusive reaction, 

then the predictions are free from the parton model. 

5-1. The definition of the parity violating asymmetry of the lepton angular 

distribution for the exclusive reaction 

We now proceed to consider the exclusive lepton pair production with 

circularly polarized photon beams as, 

(5.1) 

Here, we specify the initial and final states to proton states in Eq.(2.1). In 

this case we can derive the matrix elements of the hadronic currents between 

proton states in terms of the proton form factors as follows: 

(5.2) 

and 

(5.3) 
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where M is the proton mass. In Eq.(5.2), we have omitted the induced pseudo-

scalar form factor because its contribution is negligible for high energies 

where the lepton mass can safely be ignored. Compton-type diagrams in Fig.3 

are also neglected because the perturbation calculation show that their amp1i-

tudes are less than 10 percent to those of the Bethe-Heit1er processes for the 

forward production of lepton pairs at the incident photon energy of 20 GeV. 

The cross section for the process (5.1) can easily be obtained by a simple 

replacement. The replacement procedures are listed in Appendix B. We are 

now interested in the angular asymmetry for.the lepton produced by circularly 

polarized photons from unpo1arized protons, and we are not concerned with the 

details of the final states of the proton and the anti1epton. Then, integrating 

over the anti1epton variables in Eqs.(2.33) and (2.34), we obtain the differ-

entia1 cross sections for the exclusive lepton pair production of right- and 

left-handed photons. The results are 

= 

and 

= 
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,-
(5.5) 

where 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

2 2 
Here, Gt(q ) and GM(q ) are the Sachs electric and magnetic form factors and 

defined by19) 

(5.9) 
and 

(5.10) 

The superscripts y and Z imply the form factors of the electromagnetic and 

weak neutral currents, respectively, while the subscript p indicates the proton 

form factors in Eqs.(5.4) and (5.5). From Eqs.(5.4) and (5.5), we define the 

parity-violating asymmetry of the electron (muon) angular distribution for the 

exclusive lepton production by right- and left-handed photons on proton target: 

(5.11) 
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In our mumerical estimate of the asymmetry, we cut off the antilepton energy 

lower than 1 GeV in practice. 

5-2. Form factors 

For the estimation of the cross section of the exclusive reaction we are 

now in a position to discuss the form factors for the hadronic currents. 

Neglecting the contribution of the strange and charmed quarks in the nucleon, 

the form factors of the neutral vector current can be related to the electro

magnetic form factors of nucleons through the isospin property.20) From Eqs. 

(3.2) ~ (3.4), we have 

{j y 1 . .z. LP .. 
1=,71 ( Z ~ ) - "AUt. {)W U E-r (3- ).1 

and 

(5.12) 

for the Weinberg-Salam model. The subscript n(p) indicates the neutron 

(proton) form factors. In a similar manner, we obtain for the neutral axial-

vector current 
20) 

(5.13) 

where gA(q2) is the axial-vector form factor for the neutron S decay. On the 

other hand, the electromagnetic form factors G~ and G~ are well known experi-

2 mentally at least for low energies, and they have the same dipole q dependence: 

~ ir J) 
'TH,P (J 

I -f"..,Pr 
(1-

(5.14) 
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where ~ = 1.79 and ~ = -1.91 are the proton and neutron 
p n 

anomalous magn~tic 

. 1 21) moments, respect1ve y. Similarly, we take the axial-vector form factor of 

the dipole form 

(5.15) 

where gA(O) = 1.253 ± 0.007 is the axial-vector coupling constant for the neutro~ 

. 22) S decay. The parameter MA is determined by the pseudo-elastic neutrino 

reaction13) but it is not so well settled yet. In our numerical calculations, 

2 2 
we take MA = 0.90 GeV. It is, however, noted here that our numerical results 

2 for the asymmetries are scarecely affected by the value of MA so far as it 

2 2 
ranges from 0.71 GeV to 1.10 GeV , compatible with the experiments. 

5-3. Numerical results 

We shall present the numerical results of the asymmetry in the following 

configurations: 

(i) E = /0 6-e V.I B_ = /" , .F" 
.I 

(ii) £ = ~O (jell, 8_ /0, ..r", / O"~ 

(iii) E = J() G-e V J tJ_ =: .["0 , /0: 

In Figs.12 ~ 18, the asymmetry is shown as a function of the outgoing lepton 

energy E_. The Weinberg angle.is the same as in §4. In the case of the incident 

photon energy, E = 10 GeV, we find the parity-violating asymmetries to be of the 

order of 10-9 and 10-7 for the lepton production angle 8 = 1 0 and 5°. For E.= 

20 GeV, the asymmetries are of the order of 10-7, 10-6 and 10-5 for 8 = 1°, 5° 

and 10°, respectively, while for E = 50 GeV, they are of the order of 10-5 and 

10-4 for 8 = 5° and 10~. The parity-violating effects clearly increase with 

the angle 8_ of the observed lepton. However, the differential cross section 
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for the photoproduction of lepton pairs exponentially damps with this angle and 

also with the lepton energy E_. In Fig.19, for example, we illustrate it as a 

function of E for the fixed angles 8 = 1° 5° and 10° in the case of E = 20 - , 
GeV. Thus, similar to the inclusive reaction, there is no advantage in setting 

the angle 8 to be so large in the experiment. In the above nummerical esti-

mates, we have cut off the antilepton energy lower than 1 GeV, as was previously 

mentioned. In fact, this cut-off may be removed, because it makes no visible 

difference in our numerical results as far as they are shown in Figs.12 'V 19. 

Of course, it does affect the behavior near at the maximum energy of the lepton. 
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§6. Conclusions 

A. We find that the parity-violating asymmetry is of the order of 10-4 for the 

inclusive lepton pair production with circularly polarized photons on unpolarized 

isoscalar and proton targets at the incident photon energy of 20 GeV. It has 

also been estimated to be of the order of 10-3 for E = 50 GeV in order to show 

its dependence on the incident photon energy E. We point out that the obser

vation of the "azimuthally symmetric" lepton pairs production may be used to 

draw the information of a gv coupling constant independently on that of a gA 

coupling constant. As an example, we show that it can be used to distinguish 

the Weinberg-Salam model from the vector-like model for charged lepton. 

B. It is evident from Figs.14 and 15 that the parity-violating asymmetry is 

of the order of 10-7 ~ 10-5 for the exclusive lepton pair production with 

circularly polarized photons on unpolarized proton targets at the incident 

photon energy of 20 GeV in the lepton production angle range from 1° to 10°. 

The exclusive photoproduction is useful to determine the relevant form of the 

electron- and the muon-quark neutral current couplings without using the quark

parton model. This is entirely because we can use the nucleon form factors at 

the proton vertex. Since the form factors are established in a wide energy 

range of the incident particles, the lower incident enrgy is available for 

this reaction. We show in Figs.12 and 13 the parity-violating asymmetry at the 

incident photon energy of 10 GeV by way of example. 
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C. Finally, we shall briefly remark the feasibility of observing the above 

neutral-current effects. The monochromatic and polarized photon beam of 20 GeV 

will be available at SLAC in the near future. IO) Given the rapid experimental 

progress taking place in this field at the present time, we can reasonably 

r expect that it will be feasible to observe the parity-violating asymmetry in 

the photoproduction of lepton pairs. These lepton pairs which we discuss in 

this thesis may be the electrons and the muons. Such measurements are quite 

useful for the determination of the electorn- and the muon-quark neutral

current couplings. 
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Appendix A 

We shall present the explicit formulas of the 1eptonic tensors encountered 

in §2. In Eqs.(2.12) and (2.13), we define; 

(A.I) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

5 
From Eqs.(A.I) and (A.2), one finds that SaS and SaS are the same as those 

defined by Mikaelian and Oakes. 9) After tedious but straightforward calcu-

1ations, we have 

SOI{3 = - ~ [J .z 2.j 
( )( -do/pI (ft"f- - ft"~) + (f.,of- - f-o"h) 

f-fok f-'/d . 

.,. ( nO( F-;5 T /;jJ f-« )( Z ft of- - kf- - 1<" f-,J 

+ (f+()(Ie/~ -1" "'/3 k Cl )( f{ 0 ~ - f':t 0 t- ) 
of" (t- a fo;3 ..,. l-i3 RrJ ) (f!.ok - f?,. 0 f!-.) 

T 2 fro!? "-et P;3 -t .z p..oJ< "ft0l!?3 1., 
(A.5) . 

Aap = -4(ff-cf _ f.0[f)[_1 ll'_"E(T't?k,,-FtrlRp)tr-"RCftdEp-r:,3Edo) 
ft°~ p_ok -; f+'k 

- P-t"l'- ( kCAE(3- EOIk~ ) i 

t r-~~ t ft'[ (ft(1kp - ftpkd)t- Ft"kCf'.-pt,,-f-.atp) 

-t-f- (t"<Jk j3 - tpkcl) } ] 
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- 4 (- ft
k
'l - JU...) [ -!- t ft'Et (f-~ t<ct - f-u ~~) ... ~ok( f-c1t~ ~ r-~ t,tCl) 

p.,. f-'k I-'k J . 

- f+°r- (E~3ka- t!RII) j 
I ( + "t) 

-t fto k f.-' c:. t ( f+c/ R,s - Ptf3 kd ) - p-°k (FtrJ c'p - F.p E.eI 

,-

- p.,. 0"'_ ( c: R ~ - E~ ~ct ) J 1 
-« [ / ( t t ) t 1") t )J . - !+'k r-'R(["C,I3-CotG" -+f..·[(fd,tp-tp c" +f-'l(k,s~-kIl{EfJ 

+p t Pt ok ( Elt:,P-£.()ffl ) T If oCt ( CClk,s- c/3kCl)"flt '£.( cl Ar C::k,)}] ~ 
(A.6) 

(A.7) 
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Here, E is the photon polarization vector corresponding to the helicity .1. 

In the coordinate system where Z axis is along the direction of the incoming 

photon, E is explicitly given by 

(A.8) 

We have not listed the expression of Sa~ since it does not give a sizable con

tribution to the asymmetry (4.1) as was already mentioned in §2. The explicit 

formulas (A.5), (A.6) and (A.7), for leptonic tensors show the symmetric or 

antisymmetric properties given in Eq.(2.15) clearly. 
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Appendix B 

For the exclusive photoproduction of lepton pairs, we specify the final 

states to the proton one in Eqs.(2.10) and (2.11) •. Using Eqs.(5.2) and (5.3), 

_.nB . aB 
we can express wand R in terms of the Sachs form factors, 

x (l'~- iO! t X pr: {! g{J) 1" 

Rfq':f;,.(6~P) = -L~ He. fd1j>'/< f (.l') l-r(~) I! (.f') < f(P') I :Jz;!, I f{l) > 
~ ,,,,t .• 1 

+ ~ ( ~(~~)q., r(~.l) -1 f-r(9.l) r..."I? (t;~)J 
(1_ ~.) ~ 4-I7~ l.{tf 11 '-In {J 

411.2-

.le (p~_ 1" 8 !sOl )( fjJ _ .F-1, JI1) 
6.2 6..2 

+,h r;':{6.l)G,: (1/) co{·gf~ t;3~ ) 
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Correspondences between these equations and Eqs.(2.21) and (2.22)- gives 

the differential cross sections of the exclusive lepton pair production by the 

following substitutions in Eqs.(2.33) and (2.34), _ 

r 
(B.I) 

Eo' (1-

(B.4) 

(B.5) 
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Figure captions 

Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams for the photoproduction of lepton pairs mediated by 

a photon. 

Fig. 2. Feynman diagrams for the photoproduction of lepton pairs mediated by 

Fig. 3. 

Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5. 

a weak neutral vector boson. 

Compton-type electromagnetic (a) and weak (b) amplitudes for lepton 

pair production. 

The asymmetry A as a function of E for e = 5° e 
+ ' 

and E = 20 GeV. -4 The asymmetry is given in units of 10 for the 

Weinberg-Salam model with sin2ew = 0.23. The solid and dash-dotted 

curves correspond to the isosca1ar and proton targets,respectively 

for E+ = 5 GeV. The dashed curve corresponds to E+ = 1 GeV for the 

isoscalar and proton targets. At the energy of E+ = 1 GeV, these two 

curves are so close each other that we could not draw them distinctively. 

Here, the values of 2 
and x are follows; q as 

2 2 
0.041 ·E = 1 GeV E = 1 GeV q = -1. 395 (GeV / c) x= + ' 

2 2 
E = 10 GeV q = -1. 679 (GeV / c) x= 0.099 

2 2 
0.242 E+ = 5 GeV, E = 1 GeV q = -6. 364 (GeV/c) x= 

10 2 2 
0.246 E = GeV q = -2.306(GeV/c) x= 

The asymmetry A as a function of E for e = 10° e = 5° <P = 180° + ' 
, 

and E = 20 GeV. The asymmetry is given in units of -4 10 for the 

Weinberg-Salam model with sin2ew = 0.23. The solid and dashed curves 

correspond to E+ = 5 and 1 GeV, respectively, for the isoscalar 

target. The dash-dotted and dash-double-dotted curves corrsdpond to 

the same for the proton target. Below E = 4 GeV, the dash-double-
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Fig. 6. 

r 

Fig. 7. 

Fig. 8. 

Fig. 9. 

Fig.lO. 

dotted line is so close to the dashed one that we could not draw it 

distinctively. 

The asymmetry A in units of 10-4 as a function of E for 8 = 8 = 10°, + 

~ = 180° and E = 20 GeV, in the Weinberg-Salam model . h . 28 W1t S1n W = 

0.23. Notation is the same as in Fig. 5. Here, the 2 values of q and 

x are as follows; 

E+ = 1 GeV, E 1 GeV q2 2 0.032 = = -1. 095 (GeV / c) X= 

E 10 2 2 
0.324 = GeV q = -5. 478 (GeV/c) x= 

E+ = 5 GeV, E = 1 GeV q2 = -3.043(GeV/c)2 x = 0.116 

E = 10 GeV 2 -3. 085 (GeV/c) x = 0.329 

The asymmetry A in units of 10-4 as a function of E for 8+ = 8 

= 15°, ~ = 180° and E = 20 GeV, in the Weinberg-Salam model with 

Sin28w = 0.23. Notation is the same as in Fig. 5. 

The asymmetry A as a function of E for 8 = 10° 8 = 5°, ~ = 180° 
~ + '-

and E = 50 GeV. -4 The asymmetry is given in units of 10 for the 

l-leinberg-Salam model with Sin28w = 0.23. The solid and dashed 

curves are, respectively, for E+ = 5 and 1 GeV, in the case of 

isoscalar target. 

The asymmetry A in units of 10-4 as a function of E for 8+ = 8_ 

= l5°,.~ = 180° and E = 50 GeV, in the Weingerg-Salam model with 

sin28
w 

= 0.23. The solid and dashed curves are for the isoscalar 

target at E+ = 5 and 1 GeV, respectively. 

The Bethe-Heitler differntial cross section dO(+) + dO(-) for E 
=+ 

= 1 GeV, E_ = 10 GeV and E = 20 GeV. The solid, dashed and dotted 

curves correspond to 8+ = 5°, 10° and 15°, respectively, for the 
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Fig. I!. 

Fig.12. 

Fig.13. 

Fig.14. 

Fig.15. 

Fig.16. 

Fig.17. 

isosca1ar target. 

The asymmetry for the azimuthally symmetric lepton paris; E+ = E_ , 

8+ =8 and ~ = 180°. The asymmetry is shown in units of 10-4 for 

the vector-like model of the charged lepton with sin28w = 1/4, while 

it vanishes for the Weinberg-Salam model. The solid, dashed and 

dotted curves correspond to 8± = 5°, 10° and 15°, respectively, for 

the isoscalar target. 

The asymmetry A as a function of E for 8 = 1° and E = 10 GeV in the 

Weinberg-Salam model with sin28w = 0.23. 

The asymmetry A as a function of E for 8 5° and E = 10 GeV in 

the Weinberg-Sa1am model with sin28w = 0.23. 

The asymmetry A as a function of E for 8 = 1° and E = 20 GeV in the 

Weingerg-Salam model with sin
2

Sw = 0.23. 

The asymmetry A as a function of E for 8 = 5°, 10° and E = 20 GeV in 

the Weinberg-Sa1am model with sin2
8w = 0.23. The solid and dashed 

curves correspond to 8 = 5° and 10°, respectively. 

The asymmetry A as a function of E for 8 = 5°, 10° and E = 50 GeV 

in the Weinberg-Sa1am model with sin28w = 0.23. The solid and dashed 

curves correspond to 8_ = 5° and 10°, respectively. 

The differential cross section, da/dE_dn_ = (da(+) + da(-»/2dE_dn_ 

for the lepton pair production with unpo1arized photons. It is shown 

as a function of the lepton energy E for the fixed angle at the 

incident photon energy of 20 GeV. The solid, dashed and dotted curves 

,: correspond to 8 = 1°; 5° and 10°, respectively. 
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Table I. Summary of neutral currents comparison with the Weinberg

Salam model from ref. 3). 

w-s Prediction 
Process Experimental results sin! 0 with sin! 0=0.23 

1. Purely kptonic 
~t+e--':;~+e- (5.7±1.2)x 10-4: E. cm! 0.29±0.05 5.0 
v;,+e--+!lI'+e- (1.7±0.5) x 1O-'! E. cm! 0.2I:!t~g 1.5 
iip+e--+ii;r~-c- (I .8±0.9) x 1O-'! E. cm: 0.30:!:Ug 1.3 

2. Elastic scat~ering 
lJ:.~-P-+~/I·!-P (0.11 ±0.02) x "(II/.+n-+/I- +p) 0.26±0.06 0.12 
~/'+P-+£;P+P (0.19=0.03) X ,,(iirrp->/'+ +n) ~0.5 0.11 

3. Single pion production 
v/.+N-+v/.+N+::o (0.45±0.03) x ,,("/.+ N->/,- + N +::0) 0.22±0.09 0.42 
iip+N-+ii/.+N+::? (0.57 ±O.II) X ,,(ii/.+N-+/I+ + N +::0) 0.15-0.52 0.60 

4. Inclusive 
v/.+N-+II/.+··· (0.29±0.01) x "(IJ/.+N--:,- + ... ) 0.24±0.02 0.30 
~/r+N-'CI,-t··· . (0.35±0.025) X,r(ii/.+N--/I+ + ... } 0.3 ±O.I. 0.38 

Table II. Second-rank tensors constructed from p~ and q~. 

Conservcd Noneonserved 

Polar symmctric 

Polar antisymmetric 

Axial symmctric 

Axial antisymmetric .. ~ 
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